
Reeves aiming to claim 2WD State title this weekend

The 2021 Victorian Rally Championship (VRC) concludes this weekend with the running of the
Gippsland Rally, and Brendan Reeves and Kate Catford are hoping for a good result to secure
the title of 2WD champions.

      

  

Based out of Heyfield near Traralgon, the event was originally scheduled for earlier in the year
but Covid lockdowns saw it rescheduled to December 4 as the fifth and final round of the VRC.

  

  

Reeves will again drive his highly modified Datsun 1600 and, after recent testing and some
further improvements to the car, he is full of confidence heading into the event.

  

  

â€œWe have made a few adjustments to the car since the last event,â€� Reeves said.
â€œWeâ€™ve changed the gearing so that top speed is now a bit faster and done some minor
suspension tuning to assist with traction.

  

  

â€œIâ€™ve heard that the roads we will drive on are pretty fast and flowing, so these
adjustments should help.
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â€œWe are currently leading the 2WD championship and sitting second in the outright
championship so our aim for the weekend is to wrap up the 2WD title and finish strongly
overall.â€�

  

  

  

  

The Gippsland Rally is the first pace noted rally of the year and that should help Reeves who
hasnâ€™t competed on the stages to be used in the event before.   Reconnaissance, where
crews write their pace notes after driving over the stages at a reduced speed, will take place on
Friday, with the rally proper to run on Saturday.

  

  

Crews will contest eight stages - four stages each repeated twice, covering a total distance of
120 kilometres, in the mountains between Walhalla, Toombon and Glenfalloch in Victoriaâ€™s
east.
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The first car will start at 10.30am and Reeves will face strong competition from Adrian Stratford
(Ford Fiesta) and Richie Dalton (Ford Escort) in the 2WD class, and series leader Darren
Windus (Subaru WRX), Nathan Quinn (Mitsubishi Evo 10), and former Australian Rally
Champion Eli Evan (Mini Cooper) for outright rally honours.

  

  

Whilst spectators wonâ€™t be able to witness the competitive stages due to Covid restrictions,
they can see the cars at the Gordon Street Recreation Reserve in Heyfield at the start and
mid-day service break.
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